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Deciphering Food: You are what you eat 
 

 
 
(Headline) Hatch Art Project, the latest contemporary art gallery in Asia 
Square 1, showcases bold, exciting and emerging new blood from Asia Pacific. 
 
 
Details: 
Grand opening date: 4th June 2018 
Press preview and luncheon: 4th June 2018, 12pm – 2pm 
Opening reception: 4th June 2018, 7pm – 10pm 
Exhibition period: 4th June – 3rd August 2018 
Opening hour: 1030am to 7pm (Mondays to Fridays), 12pm to 4pm (Saturdays)  
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Guest-of-honour: Mr Kwok Kian Chow 
Director, Wee Kim Wee Centre, Singapore Management University 
 
It is with great pride and pleasure that we announce the launch of the Hatch Art Project in 
Singapore on 4th June, 2018. 
 
The Hatch Art Project is centrally located in Asia Square Tower 1, a location considered a business 
hub not only in Singapore but also internationally. Hatch Art Project is committed to promote 
contemporary art from the Asia Pacific. It provides a sophisticated and creative experience to our 
audiences though the hosting of diverse exhibitions and public programmes.  
 
About the exhibition 
 
Hatch Art Project inaugurates our first exhibition with, Deciphering Foods: You are what you eat. 
This group exhibition will feature bold, raw and critical works by emerging artists from Asia Pacific 
region: They are the Bakudapan Food Study Group (Indonesia), Deborah Loh aka Wondebra Loh 
(Singapore), Iqi Qoror (Indonesia), Jazel Kristin (Philippines), Nguyễn	Văn	Đủ (Vietnam), Shim 
Hyejung (Korea) and Yaya Sung (Indonesia).  
 
Indirectly relating to how food influences not just our body and mind but also presenting itself as a 
status symbol. The curation of works explores the theme of food in an expanded field, from histories 
to personal narrative. Each artist explores and questions the subjectivity of food in different 
content and responds on how food can be accommodated and represented within the society.  
 
Bakudapan Food Study group’s “Cooking with pressure” presents a series of drawings highlighting 
the dire food scarce situation which the survivors of the Indonesian Communist Purge faced in 
1965. Nguyễn	Văn	Đủ’s “Slaughter House” presents a series of works, some literally painted in 
animal’s blood, of the slaughtering of animals he witnessed in Vietnam. A reminder that the blood 
is on our hands from eating the animals that were sacrificed. Shim Hyejung’s “Kimchi” narrates 
how a simple and traditional food can build a sense of attachment through the taste of it. While 
Wondebra Loh unravels the hidden meanings behind the food advertisements she used in her works. 
Yaya Sung’s “Parade of Buts” explores the relationship of the feeling of being fearful, the human 
body and edible substances. Iqi Qoror presents the concept of misleading knowledge in food. A 
food has its own wisdom and the wisdom depends on how well we can understand food itself. It is 
dependent on the prior knowledge we have and the experiences we had with food. Last but not 
least, as food is connected to memories, Jazel Kristin’s works not only remind her of the food she 
had consumed but how food also “consumes” her.  
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Deciphering Foods: You are what you eat opens on the 4th June till 3rd August 2018 at Asia Square 
Tower 1, 8 Marina View, #01-02.  
 
About the Deciphering series 
 
The inauguration of Hatch Art Project which will be kicking off with the Deciphering series - Deciphering 
foods, Deciphering dwellings and Deciphering clothing consecutively. Each exhibition will last for 2 
months and will be featuring young talented artists from different Southeast Asia countries of the Asia 
Pacific region.  
 
From a well-known Chinese idiom, ‘When a man is born, he has three great needs: food(食), clothing 
(衣), and dwelling(住). These are ‘the basic necessities of life.’ Food to eat, clothing to wear, and a place 
to sleep are not achieved without effort. We must meet these needs to guarantee our survival. ‘ 
 
Human life has changed dramatically from that of the hunter gatherer to that of the convenience store 
shopper; from living in a cave to an apartment; from wearing primitive clothing to designer garments. 
These changes continue to occur. It proceeds from the desire for a better life with access to consuming 
healthier food to having comfortable lifestyle and fashionable clothing. As the world is changing rapidly 
with societies becoming more complicated than ever before, even people’s most basic desires are hugely 
diverse. They are mainly influenced by their different cultural backgrounds, gender issues, power, religion, 
economic status and other societally significant variables.  
  
Thus, I question how we experience these concepts in a contemporary society and how the needs have 
shifted in response to actively engaging in global capitalism, multiculturalism and advanced technology. 
I especially draw attention to those young artists in Southeast Asia who were willing to interrogate the 
idea of home, sustenance, and clothing, i.e. the basic necessities of life, in the context of modern-day 
concerns.  
 
Sue Oh 
HATCH ART PROJECT  
Curatorial Director 
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About the gallery  
 
Based in Singapore, Hatch Art Project is the first contemporary gallery that is situated in the 
Central Business District area. As the newest mixed-tower development in Singapore’s prime 
district 01, Asia Square Tower 1 is set in a location considered as an international central business 
hub.  
 
Hatch Art Project, as its name implies, specifically aims to support young emerging artists from 
Asia Pacific region. Bringing their works to an international audience and nurturing their talents. 
Hatching young and emerging talents from Asia Pacific. 
 
Acknowledging the distinctive impacts that art contributes to our society, Hatch Art Project 
supports a wide range of research interests and experimental projects. Thus welcoming creations 
in multiple mediums to support an exciting range of innovative artists. 
 
With the gallery space conveniently situated in the midst of Central Business District area, Hatch 
Art Project is committed to promote contemporary art from Asia Pacific, and provide a 
sophisticated aesthetic and creative experience to our audiences though hosting a diverse range of 
exhibitions and public programs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Press Luncheon - Rijsttafel: Flamboyant Table by Elia Nurvista and Monika 
Swastyastu  
 
In conjunction with the Singapore Food Festival, a specially curated press luncheon at Hatch Art 
Project will be served on the 4th June 2018 by Bakudapan Food Study Group, Rijsttafel: 
Flamboyant Table by Elia Nurvista and Monika Swastyastu. 
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About Rijsttafel: Flamboyant Table by Elia Nurvista and Monika Swastyastu  
 
Rijsttafel (rice on the table) is a legacy of the Dutch colonial ways of eating in Indonesia. It is deeply 
rooted with the reminder of its history of feudalism, labourer, power, inferiority and nationalism. 
  
For a Dutch colonist, the Rijsttafel embodied in the East Indies which was the jewel in the crown 
of the Dutch Empire. The length and breadth of their colonial holdings arrayed on a single table, 
like culinary tribute from the natives which also depicted the power as superior ruling class. 
  
By presenting the performances and a sprawling banquet table featuring “rice in the table”, we will 
experience and re-question our eating culture in the context of Eastern civilization and behaviour. 
  
This performance is created by Elia Nurvista during her residency process in Delfina Foundation, 
London, UK (2013) and will be conducted by Monika Swastyastu, the member of Bakudapan Food 
Study Group. 
 
Note: Kindly RSVP your attendance by the 30th May 2018 for the Media Preview/Press 
Luncheon in order to reserve your space for Rijsttafel: Flamboyant Table. Lunch performance will 
be served at 1230pm. 
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Details: 
Grand opening date: 4th June 2018 
Press preview and luncheon: 4th June 2018, 12pm – 2pm 
Opening reception: 4th June 2018, 7pm – 10pm 
Exhibition period: 4th June – 3rd August 2018 
Opening hour: 1030am to 7pm (Mondays to Fridays), 12pm to 4pm (Saturdays)  
 
Venue:  
Asia Square Tower 1,  
8 Marina View, #01-02  
Singapore 018960 
 
Nearest MRT station: Downtown station, Exit E 
 
Curatorial director: Sue Oh 
Guest-of-honour: Mr Kwok Kian Chow 
Director, Wee Kim Wee Centre, Singapore Management University 
Artists: Bakudapan Food Study Group (Indonesia), Deborah Loh (Singapore), Iqi Qoror 
(Indonesia), Jazel Kristin (Philippines), Nguyễn	Văn	Đủ (Vietnam), Shim Hyejung (Korea), Yaya 
Sung (Indonesia). 
 
 
Press Enquires 
Suzanna Low / Sales and Marketing Manager 
Email: suzanna@hatchartproject.com 
Contact:  9611 0139 
 
Press Preview/Luncheon RSVP to Suzanna Low by 30th May 2018 
 
Website: http://www.hatchartproject.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HATCHARTPROJECT/ 
Facebook Events Page: https://www.facebook.com/events/166558397360408/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hatchartproject/ 
 
 
Dropbox link to download high resolution images -https://tinyurl.com/DecipheringFood2018 


